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THE SHEAF OF THE GROUPS FORMED EY H-COGROUPS ÖVER
topological spaces

A.A. ÖÇAL - C. YILDIZ

SUMMARY

In thio paper, we consider both homotopy and sheaf theory and construct an algebraic 
sheaf by means of the H-cogroups. Finally, we give some algebraic topological characterizations.

1. The Sheaf of the Groups formed by H-Cogroups över topological
spaces. ‘

Lct’s recall the following definition,

Definition 1.1. Let S be two topological spaces, and tz: S X
be a locally topological map. Then the pair (S, k) or shortly S is c aile d a 
sheaf över X.

Let (5 be the category of topological spaces X satisfying the pro- 
perty that ali pointed topological spaces (X,x) with x e İL have the same 
homotopy type. This category inciudes for example ali topological vector 
spaces. Let us take xe(5 as a base set if Q is any H-cogroup, then the set 
of homotopy class of homotop maps preserving the base points from 
(Q,qo) to (X,Xi), iel, [Q; (X,Xi)] obtained for each xeX, (X,x) pointed
topological spaces. i.e, P(X) = V [Q; (X,x)]. Thus P(X) is a set över 

X6X
X. Let us now define a map T" : P(X) X as follöws; Let o e P (X),
then there exists x6X such ihat o e [Q;(X,x)]. Define V {a) = ^^ if
XoeX is an arbitrarily fixed point, then let us denote by W=W (xo)
öpen neighborhood of in X. Now, we can define a mapping s: W

P(X) as follows:

If XoeX, then there exists a group [Q; (X,xo)] in P(X). Let [f]xo
be a homotopy class in the group [Q: (X,Xo)]. If y is any point in W,
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then (X,Xo) and (X,y) are haveing the same homotop7 t7pe. Therefore,
there is a homotopy equivalence map <I>: (X,Xo) 

Hence

(X,y).

f
(Q,qo) (X,Xo)
O of \

(X,y)

from diagram too, the map O of: (Q,qo) (X,y) is continuous and
base-point preserving. [h]y e [Q; (X,7)] is a homotopy class of map
o of = h. Therefore, we define s(y) = [h]y. In this wa7 s is welldefined 
and

l.(‘Fos)(y) = T(s(y)) y, for each yeW. Therefore T" os = !«..

2. If, Xo is an arbitrarily fixed point in W, s(xö) = tlxof = tf ‘Xo

for W = W (xo). Hence it can be written as s(w) = U [h]y. 
7eW

If we can define s(w) as an öpen set, then it can be easilİ7 shown 
that the

g = {s(W): W = V (x) c X, X e X}

famiİ7 is a topology-hase on P(X). Thus P(X) is a topological space.

Now, we can show that map is local topological. If, a = t₺]y e
P(X) and y e X, then Y (g) ([h]y) = y. Therefore, there is a
map s: W -> P(X) such that s(y) = <7, 7eW = W (xo). Now, let us 
assume that U(<7)=s (W) and T" fU = T*.

1. The map T* T|U: U -> W is injective. Because for any op
G2 e s(W) there are the points 71,72 respectiveİ7 in W such that (7ı = 
s(7ı) = [O of]yi, <72 == s (72) = [<h'of]y2- That is, we have the following 
diagrams:

f f
(Q»qo) 
o of

> (X,Xo)

X. i

(Q>qo) 
o'of \

(X,Xo) 
lo'

\ i
{X,y)

If,T* (aı) = T-* (<72), than T* (s(yı)) = Y* (s(y2)) T* ([Ooflyı)
= T* ([O'of]y2) = 71 = 72- Therefore O O' =s> O of O of
tî’ofiyl — [®'of]y2 — ^2-
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s(W)
2. The map T* = T|U: U W is continuous. In fact, if cjeU =

then s (V) cz U
T"* (ct) = y e W and V = V (y) ez is a neighborhood of y,

So T* is continuous.
s (W) is neighborhood of (7 and Y* (s(V)) = VcW.

S.T"*-! = (T i U)-ı = s: W U = s(W) is continuous. In fact.
if y is any point in W, s(y) = ceU and U' — U' (o) c U is a
neighborhoodof o. then (T* I U) (U') <= W is a neighborhood of y in
W and s{(‘F|U) (U')) = ü'cü. So T* ı is continuous.

Hence, the following theorem can be given:

Theorem 1.1. Let Q be any H-cogroup and Xe(3. If P(X) = V 
xeX

tQ; (X,x)] and T: P(X) X such that T (u) = Y ([f ]x) = x for every
a= [f]xeP(X),xeX, then there is the natural topology över P(X) 
such that Y is locally topological with respect to this topology. Thus 
the pair (P(X), Y), is a sheaf över X.

Definition 1.2. The sheaf (P(X), Y) given by Theorem 1.1 is called 
the sheaf of the groups formed by Q, H-cogroup över (X,x) pointed 
topological spaces.

Definition 1.3. The group [Q; (X,x)] Y 1 (x) is called the stalk
of the sheaf (P(X), Y) över X and denoted by P(X)x for every xeX.

Now, if xeX is an arbitrarily fixed point, and if W is öpen neigh
borhood of X in X, the mapping s: W P(X) as defined in the const- 
ruetion of topology of P(X) is called a seetion of P(X) över W. Let us
denote the colleetion of ali seetions of P(X) över W, by r(W, P(X)).
It is easily shown that r(W, P(X)) is a group with respect to the follo- 
wing pointwise multiplication

(sı-S2) (y) = ®ı (y) S2(y)’ «p »2 e r(W, P(X)) and y6W

It follows from this definition that the operation of multiplication is 
well-defined and closed. Clearly, the operation of multiplication is as-
sociative and the mapping I: W P(X) is the identity element which is
obtained by means of the identity element of [Q; (X,x)]. On the other
hand, the any inverse element of s e r(W, P(X)), namely, s"! e r(W,
P(X)) which is obtained by means of the homotopy inverse of H-eog- 
roup Q. Hence r(W, P(X)) is a group. Thus the operation (.): P(X)
© P(X) -> P(X) (That is, (01,02)
continuous. Hence (P(X), Y) is algebraic sheaf.

Op ^2 for every op 03 e P(X)) is
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2. The Characterizations.

Let Q be any H-cogroup and Xı, X2 be two topological spaces in 
the category Let P(Xı), P(X2) be the corresponding sheaves respec- 
tively. Let us denote these as the pairs (Xp P(Xj)) and (X2, P(X2)).

Definition 2.1. Let the pairs (Xp P(Xı)) and (X2, P(X2)) be given. 
We say that there is a homomorphism between these pairs and write
F = (3*, 3): (Xp P(X)ı)) (X2, P(X2)), if there exists a pair F
3) such that

1. 3: Xı X2 is a surjective and continuous mapping,

. 2. Ş*: P(X|) P(X2) is a continuous mapping

3. 3* preserves the stalks with respeot to 3- That is, the following 
diagram is commutative.

3*
P(Xı) —> P(X2)

I ^2iY
Xı

I 
i 

> X-
p

4. For every Xj e Xı the restricted map 3* | P(Xı)xp P(Xı)xı
P(^2) !3(xı) is a homomorphism.

Definition 2.2. Let the pairs (Xp P(X|)) and (X2, P(X2)) be given
such that the map F (3*, 3): (Xp P(Xı)) -> (X2, P(X2)) is a homo-
morphism. Then the map F (3*, 3) is called an isomorphism. and can
be written (Xp P(Xı)) P(X2)), if the maps 3* and 3 are topolo
gical. Then the pairs (Xp P(X])) and (X2, P(X2)) are called isomorphic.

Theorem 2.1. Let the pairs (Xp P(Xı)) and (X2, P(X2)) be given. 
If the map 3.’ Xı X2 is given as surjective and continuous map, then
there exists 
(X2, P(X2)).

a homomorphism between the pairs (Xj, P(Xı)) and

Proof: Let e Xı be can an arbitrarily fixed point. Then 3 (xj)
eX2 and [Q; (XpXı)] = P(Xı)x,
(Xı) P(X2) are the corresponding stalks.

P(Xı), tQ;(X2,3(xı))] = P(X2)
c

If (Xp Xı), 3 (xı)) are pointed topological spaces and fp g^ 
are base-points preserving continuous maps from (Q,qo) to (Xp Nj), 
then f2,g2 base-points preserving continuous maps from (Q,qo) to (X2, 
3(Xı)) can be defined as f2 = 3 S2 = Pog^, respectively. Further-
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more, if fj gl rel. qo, then it can be easily shown that £2 g2 ret
qo. Thus the correspondence [f]xı [pof] ş (xı) i® well-defined, and it
maps homotopy classes of basepoints preserving continuous m.aps from 
(Q, qo) to (Xı,xı), to the homotopy classes of base-points preserving 
continuous maps from (Q,qo) to (X2, S(x])). That is, to each element
[f]xı there corresponds a uniquc element [Ş of] [3(xı).

Since ths point XjeXı is arbitrarily fixed, the above correspondence
gives us a map Ş*: P(Xı) P(X2) such that Ş* ([f]) 
for every [f] e P(Xı).

P*
P(X1) —> P(X2)

[Şof] e P(X2),

I
Xı

P '^'2
-> X2

1. Ş* is a continuous. Because if U2 <= P(X2) is any öpen set, then
it can be sho wn that Ş* 1 (UJ
if U2 c P(X2) is an öpen set, then

Uj <= P(Xı) is an öpen set. In fact,
s2ı (W1) and T2 (U2) = 

iel iel
Wi, where the Wı’s are öpen neighborhoods and the s^fs are scctions
över Wı. Thus,

iel
[3“1 (Wi) <= Xı is an öpen set since [3 is a

Wi cX2 is an öpen set and p 1 Wi) = 
iel iel

surjective and continuous map.
Furthermore, since (3 1 (Wi), iel are öpen neighborhoods in Xj, there
exists sections slı: p 1 (Wı) —> P(Xı) such that 

iel
P(Xı) is an öpen set. Let us now show that Uı =

sh (p-1 (Wı))

sh (p-1 (Wı)).

If<71 = [f]x,
iel

eUj is any element, then there exists a CT2 = t3®f] Ş(xı) ^^2
such that p* (fjı) =tj2 and ^"2 (0-2) = ^2 ([3°^] p((xı)) =3(Xı) = Hence,
if Ş(xı) = X2 e Wi for at least one iel, then Xj e (3 1 (Wi) and uj

sh (3-1 (Wi)). Hence Uj
[f]xı

c
iel
71

iel

s'ı (Ş 1 (Wı)). On the other hand
iel

sh ([3^1 (Wı)) implies that cı e sh (Wı)) for at least one

iel. from here if <71 = [f]xı, then Tl (u]) xj and Ş of is a base-point
preserving conlinuous map from (Q,qo) to (X2,X2), where Ş(xı) = X2
6 Wı. Thus [pof]x2 = CT2 e U2. Henı'.e Cı eUj and sh (3-1 (Wı))

<= Up Therefore, Uj
iel

iel
sh (Wı)). Hence [3* is a continuous

map.
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2. Ş* is prescrves the stalks with respect to Ş. In fact, for any
Ol = [f]xı e P(Xı)x, 

(3 o Tl) ([f]xj

P(Xı)

3 ('Pl([f]xı))

(T20 3*) ([f]xû = T2 (3* ([fW)

3(xı) =

= '^2 ([3 0fU = X2.
3. For every x 1 e Xı the map 3* | P(Xı)xı : P(Xı) XI P(X2) (XI) İS

a homomorphism. In fact, if the maps fpgı are the base-point preser-
ving continuous maps from (Q,qo) to for 1 Xı and £2 = Pofp
82 = Pogp (Q,qo) 0^2’ 3(’^ı)) are the corresponding maps, then
[f]iXİ5 [g ]xı eP(Xı)xı and [Şof] ş(xı), fŞog] Ş(x,) e P(X2) p(xı).

Now, if [f] xp [g] XI e P(Xı) XI’

3* ([fk [g]xı) = P*([(f.g)ov]xı)

then

[3° (f,g)ov] e(xı)

= [(3of, 3og) ov]

= [3of] g(xı) [3og] 3(xı)

= 3*([fk)3*([gk), 

where v is the multiplication of H-cogroup Q.

Thus F = (3*,31 is a homomorphism.

Theorem 2.2. Let the pairs (Xı, P(Xı)), (X2, P(X2)), (X3, P(X3))
and surjective and continuous maps Şp X[ X2, 62: X;
Then, there exists

-2

P(X3)) such that 3
a homomorphism F

P2 o 31, 3 * 3*203
(3*, 3): (Xı, P(Xı)) 

■ *ı

X3 begiven.
(X3,

Proof: Since 32 o Xj X3 is a surjective and continuous map.
there exists a homomorphism F (3*, 3): (Xı, P(Xı)) (X3, P(X3))
(Theoıem 2.1). To prove this theorem it is sufficicnt to show that 3* =
3*2' 
(3*2

o 3*1- In fact, for anv [f] e P(Xı), we must show that 3* ([f]) = 
. o 3*1) ([f]). However

P* ([€]) [Pof] [(32 o 31) of]

3*2 ([31 of])

[32 o (31 of)]

3*2 (3*1 ([f]))

Therefore 3*
(3*2 o3*ı)([f])-

3*2 o 3*1-

Now, we can State the following theorem:

Theorem 2.3. There is a covariant functor from the category Q
and surjective continuous maps to the category of sheaves and sheaf 
homomorphisms.
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Theorem 2.4. Let the pairs (Xp P(Xı)) and (X2, P(X2)) be given. 
If the map P: X; 1L2 is a topological map, then there exists an iso
morphism between the pairs (Xj, P(x^)) and (X2, P(X2)).

Proof; By Theorem 2.1, there exists a homomorphismF
P) between the pairs (Xp P(X^)) and (X2, P(X2)). To prove this theorem 
it is sufficient to show that p* is one-to-one and P*“4 is continuous.

Since p is a topological map it has a continuous inverse P“4. So, by
Theorem 2.1 there exİ8ts homomorphism F (Ş*, Ş) and F
P 4). On the other hand, for any two elements [fj], [gj] e P(Xı), p*
([fı]) = r (feıl) implies [fj
Thus, (p-i)» (Ş* ([fj))

tSa] rr ([f2]) = (M* ([g2])-
(M* (P* ([gı]))- Since (p-i)* op*

o p*) and p 1 o p
Ş* is one-one. Since Ş* i

I Xp (P o P)- = Ip(x]) and [fj] [gı]- Hence
(P 1)*, Ş* 1 is continuous.

Therefore, F = (Ş*, p) is an isomorphism.

ÖZET

Bu makalede, bir Q H-cogrubu vasıtasıyla bir cebirsel yapılı demet
oluşturulmuş ve bazı cebirsel topolojik karaki erizasyonlar verilmiştir.
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